Sensitivity and reliability of animal behavioral assessment methods are critical for successful translation of in vitro findings to in vivo. Here we report a data transformation process in the elevated open platform task that generates a novel parameter, namely peak tolerance of fear (PTF) or its inversely correlated equivalent of anxiety quotient (AQ), to measure anxiogenic tendency in rodent. As compared to traditional parameters such as travel distance, time, or entries, PTF or AQ displays largely reduced data dispersion not only ingroup but also crossstudy and cross-cohort, therefore representing a significant improvement of the methodology for rodent anxiety assessment. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
INTRODUCTION 15
Animal behavioral assessment is an essential component 16 for translating in vitro findings to in vivo, for which 17 sensitivity and reliability of animal behavioral tasks are 18 critical for the success. Most animal behavioral tests are 19 sensitive to experimental environments including 20 experimenter, which are commonly controlled by 21 allowing animal to adapt to the testing room and the 22 experimenter for a period of time before the actual test 23 takes place (Kafkafi et al., 2018) . On the other hand, this 24 fact reflects that the behavioral experimental readouts are 25 designed to measure more than just the targeted animal 26 behaviors (i.e., anxiety) but also the unintended animal 27 responses to the environments. Therefore, eliminating 28 these unwanted responses from the outcome measures 29 should improve the sensitivity and reliability of the 30 method. 31 With anxiety assay as an example, there are a wide 32 range of behavioral testing paradigms to measure 33 anxiogenic tendency in rodents (Crawley and Goodwin, 34 1980; Denenberg, 1969; Hall, 1934; Slotnick and Jarvik, 35 1966; Vogel et al., 1971) , such as elevated plus maze 36 (EPM) (Rodgers and Dalvi, 1997) , open field (OF) 37 (Denenberg, 1969; Hall, 1934) , light-dark box (LDB) test 38 (Crawley and Goodwin, 1980) , and elevated zero maze 39 (EZM) (Shepherd et al., 1994) , etc. A PubMed search 40 retrieved 7321, 1257, 404, and 256 articles for EPM, 41 OF, LDB and EZM, respectively, of which EPM accounted 42 for approximately 80% of the methods used for the anxi-43 ety tests, indicating that EPM is the primary method and 44 the golden standard in its class. 45 A typical EPM apparatus consists of two closed arms 46 (CA) and two open arms (OA) elevated 100 cm above the ground (Rodgers and Dalvi, 1997) . It uses a binary 48 design, in which the animal is exposed to two contrast 49 environments with one being aversive and the other not 50 (e.g., OA versus CA). The animal's exploratory behavior 51 in the apparatus is controlled by individual animal's bal- 52 ance between exploring unknown environment and avoid- ). All strains of mice used in both studies had been 87 bred to a C57/BL6 background for more than 10 genera-88 tions and maintained in our laboratory for more than a 89 decade. Homozygote GRK5KO (GRK5 À/À , KO, random-90 ized into normoxia control CtKO n = 15 and IH-treated 91 IHKO n = 10) and WT control (GRK5 +/+ , WT2, random-92 ized into normoxia control CtWT n = 16 and IH-treated 93 IHWT n = 14) at 4-month old with mixed genders (male 94 39 and female 16) were used in study 2. The WT mice 95 in the study 2 were randomized into two cohorts with num-96 ber of mice for 10 (WT2C1) and 6 (WT2C2), respectively. 97 Please note that there was one mouse in WT2 that acci-98 dentally fell off the EOP apparatus. It was allowed to rest 99 for 30 minutes and re-testing, but its data was removed 100 from the previous publication (Singh et al., 2016) . How-101 ever, part of the purpose for this report was to see if the 102 new method is better insulated from common experimen-103 tal noises, we therefore included the data for this mouse in open arms and closed arms was analyzed to 120 assessing the anxiety level of animals as previously 121 described (Arantes et al., 2013; Campos et al., 2013) . 34-59% for the entrance (Fig. 2B) , most of which were 254 already in acceptable range. Nonetheless, when com-255 pared to the CV of PTF, which was 16%, 17% and 14% 256 for the distance, time and entrance, respectively, they 257 were all several folds higher. Therefore, PTF in the EOP 258 task retrieved the lowest CV and represents a more accu-259 rate and reliable outcome measure for the EOP task. 260 To determine the reliability of PTF crossing 261 study/cohort, we analyzed the data from WT group of Fig. 1 . Seven-zone EOP task. A, EOP apparatus with a square platform. B, an example of a mouse travel track on the platform. C, the failed EPM test. D, EOP test results of the same animals from the failed EPM task for study 1, in which the travel time revealed significant different between WT and APP mice from zone 4 and 6, respectively.
the above-described study (WT1) with another study 263 performed two years later (WT2) that was comprised of 264 two cohorts (WT2C1 and WT2C2) (Singh et al., 2016) . 265 The two studies were performed by the same experi-266 menter following the similar protocol, except that the dura-267 tion of EOP task was 3 minutes in Study 1 and 5 minutes 268 in Study 2. We standardized the time of study 1 (*5/3) to 269 make it comparable to study 2. We found that the data 270 dispersion of the travel time between these two studies 271 and the cohorts was not the worst and the CV values 272 reached as low as 23.5%-32.9% at zone 5 of EOP task, 273 which was much lower than 102.6%-156.0% for the OA of 274 EPM (Fig. 2C) . Nonetheless, the CV values of PTF were 275 even lower as 11.0% and 15.2% for WT1 and WT2, and To determine the validity and reliability of these novel 301 parameters (PTF and AQ), we used the above-described 302 method to re-extract and transform the data from the 303 study 2 that demonstrated synergistic interaction 304 between chronic IH and GRK5 deficiency. Parallel 305 analyses of the traditional readouts for the travel 306 distance, time and entries along with the corresponding 307 PTF and AQ indicated that PTF and AQ can reveal the 308 treatment effects equally or more sensitively than the 309 traditional readouts (Fig. 3) . Among the travel distance, 310 entries and time, the distance demonstrated the least 311 sensitivity, so did the PTF based on the distance (failed 312 to reveal significance for interactions between IH and 313 KO, Fig. 2C ); the travel time revealed most significant Fig. 2 . Anxiogenic tendency measured by novel parameters of PTF and AQ in EOP task. A, plots of travel time distribution among the 7-zones for selective animals to show the data dispersion among individual animals from study 1. W1-W10 are WT mice; A5 is APP number 5 mouse. B, Ingroup data dispersion measured by CV for study 1 WT mice. The results revealed 52-91% of the CV values between the traditional travel distance, time and entrance versus PTF, indicating an improvement of the data dispersion when using PTF. C, Cross-study/cohort data dispersion measured by CV. It shows that the use of PTF offers the lowest data dispersion between different studies or different cohorts from the same study. D, SPTF and AQ scores showed the mean values appeared either on or very close to the expected linear trend lines for the WT mice. WT1, WT2, WT2C1 and WT2C2 refer to WT mice from study 1 and 2, as well as cohort 1 and 2 of study 2 WT mice, respectively.
differences between CtWT and IHKO (p < 0.000), so did 315 the PTF based on the time (p < 0.000), however, the their corresponding time and entries (Fig. 3B) . 327 Therefore, for a given study, it would be better to In this report, we allow the animal to freely move on 340 the EOP and track and quantify the animal's movement 341 to estimate its anxiogenic tendency. We use the ''peak" 342 instead of the traditional travel time, distance, or entries 343 in any zones. Even if an animal is distracted by an 344 unexpected environmental variable for a moment, this Fig. 3 . Validity and reliability of PTF and AQ in assessing anxiogenic tendency. The video records of study 2 were re-extracted into 7 zones and analyzed based on travel distance, time, entries and the PTF/AQ identified based on the travel distance, entries, and time, respectively. A, plots of travel distance, time and entries were compared with their corresponding PTF with the p values between CtWT and IHKO as indicated. CtWT = WT normoxia control; CtKO = GRK5 KO normoxia control; IHWT = WT treated with intermittent hypoxia; IHKO = GRK5 KO treated with intermittent hypoxia. Plots for the corresponding PTFs are shown in panel C. *indicates p values of 0.023 for KO and 0.000 for IH with no significant interactions in-between (KO*IH) for PTF (distance); ***indicates p values of 0.000 for KO and 0.000 for IH with significant (p = 0.003) KO*IH interactions for PTF (entries); and **indicates p values of 0.004 for KO and 0.000 for IH with significant (p = 0.033) KO*IH interactions for PTF (time). Panel B shows Pearson correlation of the travel distance, entries, and time with their corresponding AQs in the zones of 2, 3, 5 and 6, respectively, where the strongest correlations were found in descending order for AQ with time, entries, and distance. 
